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margin tapering
The latest University admission
figures indicate that next year's freshman class will b- 60 per cent female
and 40 per cent male
l)r Michael Kerran. acting provosl
predicted earlier this quarter that next
year's freshman class ratio would be 65
per cent female. 35 per cent male be
cause of the University's new adims
sion policy
but the margin is
narrowing
The University is presently admit
ting high school seniors on the basis of
class rank alone
f'igh school students both male and
female must now be in the top 50 per
cent ol their class to gain admittance
to the University l)r Ferrari said
Students meeting this standard are
then accepted on a first conic lirsi
serve basis
THIS IS ONE reason why more
women are expected to make up the
freshman class since men have tradi
tionally been slower to apply (or
admission than women
John W Martin, director ol admissions, said because high school students are being worked into existing
University programs and because ol
the new admissions policy, more
women may be enrolled in Ihe Colleges
of Education and Arts and Sciences and
more men in the College of Business
Administration
V-. a result
I)r
Ferrari said
administrators (rom each of the three
colleges have been asked to begin counseling programs for new freshmen to
show men the opportunities for them in
education and women opportunities
that exist in business
I'e said normally about 50 per cent ol
each freshman class has not selected a
major when applying to the University
Through extensive counseling during
the freshman year, it may be possible
to attract more women to business
fields and men to education, he said
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Or Richard A Eakin. vice provost
for student affairs, yesterday said he
would recommend that fee waivers for
Student Body Organization (SBO) officers and the student representative to
the Board of Trustees be discontinued
He said his decision was made "in
the face of tight budgetary constraints
and difficulty in assessing offices for
which fee waivers should be granted "

COUNSELING could help to end the
stereotype that women must be teachers and men executives, he said
Martin said more than 6.000 applications have been processed since the
University first began accepting applications last October
Applications are no longer being accepted for students wishing to enter the
College ol Education or the College of
Arts & Sciences since both colleges are
tilled to capacity
The College of Business Administration with the exception of secretarial
and journalism majors, will continue
to accept students until Feb 28
In previous years, the University
tried to maintain a 50 50 class ratio of
males to females Incoming Ireshmen
were considered tor
admission
according to their class rank, courses
taken, grades received, grade
averages
American College Test
i ACT' results and sex
FOR WOMEN, cut-of I dates lor
application traditionally fell within the
latter part ol October while admissions
lor men remained open much longer
The University changed its admission policy in the wake of federal legislation prohibiting institutions from
utih/ing admission criteria which
reflect any bias on the basis of sex
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Eakin asks end
to SBO benefits

Admission ratio
By Mary Wcy
Sull Report*r

Bowling Green. Ohio

Currently, the SBO president, vice
president. coordinators lor academic,
state and community and cultural
affairs, and the representative to the
Board of Trustees receive tuition and
general fee waivers

Afternoon sunlight laiily falls on the concrete walk and brick
wall in the passageway bet ween Univeuify and Moteley
Halls.

DR. EAKIN said candidates for SBO
offices should not expect to receive
fee waivers when filing for office "
The proposal will be subject to review and discussion, but which University councils or committees should act
on the proposal is not clear at this
time, he said.
Dr Eakin indicated there has been
some pressure to expand the number of
students covered by fee waivers.
Jeff Sherman. SBO president, said,
"I understand the Black Student Union
I HSI' I and the Union of Latin Students
have requested pay for their officers
for next year that exceeds SBO re-

quests
He said SBO has the best interests of
all students in mind, whereas special

interest groups do not
"I see a blaring distinction between
our group and. say. BSU." he said
"IN LIGHT of requests from other
special interest groups, it appears the
administration is buckling under But
in Ihe interests ol all students, you can
give money to some groups and still be
fair to all." he said
Financial compensation is needed for
SBO officers in order to keep qualified
persons in office. Sherman said
"I work about 30 hours a week If it
weren't for the fee waiver. 1 would
have to gel a part-time job I couldn t
be employed, hold my office and go to
school and effectively carry out my
duties with SBO." he said
Bill Arnold, coordinator ol academic
affairs, said he was glad the possibility
of the elimination of fee waivers was
raised at this time
Candidates should be aware of this
possibility Otherwise, people who may
be depending on the waiver for
economic reasons may be forced to vacate office after being elected.'' he
said
Sherman said he is extremely dissatisfied that SBO officers weren't contacted during the decision-making process
I think it was grossly unfair to
us and to future officers
I'e said he will discuss the issue with
University President Uollis A Moore
Jr Friday

Residence hall conversion undecided
Although unofficial admission
figures indicate next year's freshman
class will include more women than
men. no formal decision has been
reached yet to convert any men's dor
mitories into women's residence halls
Robert Rudd director of residence
Services, said yesterday it is still too
early to determine whether or not any
dormitories will be converted
As soon as admission statistics are
finalized. Rudd said he expects to meet
with representatives of the admission

staff to determine what housing
changes-if any-will be needed to
accommodate next year's on-campus
students
IE A MEN'S dormitory must be con
verted to house women. Itudd said it
will probably be easier to change one ol
the new residence halls
"The units in Kreischer Quadrangle,
for example, were built with just such
a situation in mind." he s.ncl
However, he said the University

could face sorrte extra costs if it is
decided to convert one ol the older
men's dormitories, such as Conklin or
Kohl halls
"We have two key factors to consider One. what do we have to provide
next year'1 And two, how do we do it at
Ihe least cost''" he said
It has been suggested that the University convert more units into coed
ucational facilities if mure women
enroll next year than men
Hut Rudd was not sure that solution
would work
"FROM AN operating standpoint.
the coed dormitory is great.'' he said
"The damages and destruction in our
coed facility are the lowest on campus
"But the demand for that type of
living arrangement is low Every quarter we have to go to the freshman class
to fill up the one coed dormitory we
have."
Rudd said an apparent late surge in
applications from men seeking to en-

roll in the College of Business Administration may make it unnecessary to
change any dormitories
l.'e said the housing office must know
by April 1 whether a residence hall
must be converted.
Although students do not sign up for
dormitory preferences until May. Rudd
said the office would like to know in
April when students must at least indicate whether or not they will live on
campus—just what kinds of services it
will offer
RESIDENCE hall staffs are already
designing their programs for next year
with at least one converted dormitory
in mind
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students, said yesterday her office is
planning next year's resident advisor
iRAl staff under the assumption that
one men's dormitory will be turned
over to women.
A total of 142 RAs will be hired next
year, but only 77 of those positions will

be open to new RAs
Of the 77. 61 are for women and 16
are for men
She said the main discrepancy
between openings for men and women
was created when more female RAs
declined to accept their positions again
next year l)ian men
The assumption that a men s dormitory would be converted for women
opened up only eight positions lor female RAs she said
HER OFFICE has received more
than 250 applications for RA positions
she said Final selection of RAs and
alternates will be announced April 23
Dean Paulsen said she sees no major
problems in the residence hall programs next year il more women than
men are admitted
However, il Ihe trend continues to
the point where almost all on-campus
residents are women she said she
could envision some social problems

Findlay man wounded

3 face shooting charges
Three persons, including one
University student, were arrested
yesterday after a 10-hour search and
charged with the Monday afternoon
shooting of a Findlay man
Charles Holtgreven. 39, of Findlay.
president of Chuck Holtgreven Scale
Co.. was listed in fair condition
yesterday afternoon in Wood County
Hospital with a bullet wound in the
chest Police said he was shot with a
.38 caliber revolver.
Charged with shooting with intent to
kill are Lee Fletcher. 23. of 937 N Main
St., Terry Meeker. .22. and Carol
Bogart. 23. senior lA&SI. of 119

University Lane
Police said a call was received at
4 33 p.m Monday for an ambulance to
be sent to Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth
at 921 N Main St
POLICE SAID Holtgreven had
staggered from the apartment at 937
N. MainSt and collapsed in the garage
about 4:30p m
Holtgreven was rushed to Wood
County Hospital where he underwent
four hours of surgery.
Meanwhile police had sent a patrol
car to the Main Street apartment The
victim reportedly had told police that

Students to initiate
male escort system

Portrait in
perspective

Two student* spend a carefree and quiet afternoon on the Penn Central
railtood tracks near Lehman Avenue. Though the pair will probably cover only
a short distance, the tracks stretch on for mile* and miles.

Anderson Hall is establishing an
escort system for women residents of
Harshman Quadrangle
"We just want to try to eliminate at
least some of the attacks and rapes on
campus," said Gary Rasoletti, sophomore (B. A.).
He said the system will begin each
night at 6:30 Women calling Anderson
Halls main desk at 372-2367 will be told
the telephone number of a male
resident.
When she contacts the number, the

woman will give her location and the
man will tell her his name. Rasoletti
said
WHEN HE meets the women, the
man must show his student
identification card
Women are advised not to wait for
their escorts in isolated areas, he said
Rasoletti said if the program is
successful, other hall directors will be
contacted to study the possibility of a
Universitv-wide escort system

he was shot by two persons and the two
were still in the apartment
Police surrounded the house and
forced the apartment door open
However, the house was empty
Using a description of a car and a
license number Wood County Sheriff's
deputies apprehended two women at
Ihe Baker Motel at the U S Route 25
and US Route 6 bypass, at 2 a m
At 5 45 am
Meeker was
apprehended at 121 N Enterprise St
He had reporlly been living at the Main
Street address, although it was leased
to Fletcher
Police
recovered several
bloodstained items, including a bed
sheet and a rug from a ditch near
Tontogany and a revolver from an area
west of Bowling Green
FLETCHER and Bogart were held in
Perrysburg jail, and Meeker was
confined at Bowling Green city jail,
pending yesterday's arraignment at
Bowling Green Municipal Court Bond
has been set at $5,000 each.
The three pleaded not guilty and a
preliminary hearing was scheduled for
Feb. 27. at 1 p.m
Attorney for the three. Alan S
Konop
of Toledo, requested a
reduction of bond, but Municipal Judge
H
Richard Dunipace denied the
motion.
Penalty for shooting with intent to
kill and aiding and abetting a crime is
one in Ifi years in prison
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devaluation
President Nixon's devaluation of the dollar by 10 per cent may
bring a temporary relief to the current problems in international
trade and money matters.
Problems in international trade were reaching a dangerous
point-not enough American goods were being purchased abroad
to offset what Americans imported.
We are operating at a trade deficit.
One alternative to the problem would have been to raise
American tariffs on foreign imports higher than they already
are.
However, these protective tariffs would shrink the import of
foreign goods like cars, televisions and radios, thus further
decreasing trade
The domestic dollar is not affected by the devaluation. But
those who travel abroad and those who purchase foreign goods
will have to use more American dollars in exchange for the goods
and services.
American goods and services will also become cheaper for
foreign buyers.
This will tend to equalize the trade situation and stabilize the
American position in international markets.
This is not the final solution. But it will provide a workable
alternative until hard bargaining produces an answer to the
United States trade deficit.
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equality myth exploded
By William F. Buckley Jr.
Professor Ernest van den f.'aag.
tuning fork of reason in the
cacophonous world of social science,
has now pronged at the findings of
Christopher Jencks of Harvard and
concluded, "if policies actually were
based on the arguments used to justify
them,
busing for desegregation,
redistricting and refinancing for
equality would now end.
"But," he sighs, "policies are made
by politicians I sometimes disguised
as judges). They usually start where
reason ends."
Mr van den Paag reminds us
I modesty is not his most conspicuous
attribute l that at the time in 1954 when
the Supreme Court ruled that
compulsory
segregation
was
unconstitutional, only two social
scientists disputed the data on which
the Court made its decision, one of
them himself
THE COURT, you will remember,
said that segregated schools were
inherently unequal, and that those
made to attend the lesser schools were
therefore deprived unconstitutionally
uf their equal rights.
Mr van den Paag. I should quickly
note, is altogether opposed to legal
segregation, but as a scholar he insists
on examining evidence free of any
prejudice, regardless of whether it is
harnessed to the support of goals
however desirable
Little by little, we began to discover
that the empirical structure of the
Supreme Court's findings was
altogether hypothetical
The first
major assault came through the
Coleman Report, mandated by the

such conventional
yardsticks
as
expenditure per pupil, teacher-pupil
ratio, library and laboratory facilities,
teachers' salaries and degrees.. and
i the summary is van den Haag's) that
the segregation makes, at best, a
negligible difference."
THE FINDINGS OF Professor
Coleman threw cold water on most
efforts at compensatory schooling, and
ruinously undermined the operative
generality that you can measure the
quality of an education in any
particular community by measuring
the amount of money being spent per
pupil
But it was Professor Arthur Jensen
who went further, in his famous study,
to discover that no special schooling of
any kind significantly affects
measurable intellectual attainment of
human beings
Two other scholars. Victor
Perrnstein of Harvard and H J.
F.ysenek of London, went on to apply
these data to social stratification, and
the
pretensions
of
'biocgalitarianism"
quite
simply
collapsed
Essentially, these scholars have
discovered that "intelligence'' is for
the most part a congenital thing,
uninfluenced by schooling, and though
to a lesser extent, uninfluenced even by
home environment

Mui'iun Olson, member of Slop EHA
I equal rights amendment) and chairwoman of a right-wing political party
in Minnesota, came out against
women's liberation movement at a
women's caucus convention last
weekend

WE ARE TALKING, to be sure,
about averages - unquestionably there
is the individual who is suddenlyawakened by a bracing intellectual
experience at school Unfortunately,
there are probably as many whose
torch is extinguished by a torpid
experience at school.
At this point came Christopher
Jencks Pis study supplies the final
demoralizer A "good" education, he
says, has absolutely no bearings on
someone's future earning capacity
That is to say. someone who spends
17 years in the best preparatory
schools and colleges will
not
necessarily find himself, at age 50.
earning more money than someone
who went to poorer schools, or more
than someone who dropped out of
school early in life
There arc as many differences in the
income* of brothers as in the income of
say. some sons of Princeton, and some
sons ol Parlem dropouts

"We don't want to turn our daughters
into tigers and our sons into pansles.
Nature did not intend men and women
to be equal."

PROFESSOR
JENCKS'
prescriptions are here irrelevant, through
we might note that he is attracted to
massive intervention in the natural

Civil Right* Act of MM.
Professor Coleman reported i sadly I
that the scholastic achievement of
students is almost entirely independent
of the quality of the schools they
attend, "when quality is measured by

so they say

opinion

china entry into u.n. heralded
Editor's Note: This is the first In a
iwo-part series on the entrance of
China into the United Nations.
By A so Adelana (Nigeria)
Guest Columnist
There was probably no comparable
incident in the 28-year history of the
t'nited Nations General Assembly on
Ocl 26. 1971, when delegates represen
ting the ISI members ol the World
Body toasted to what was referred to
as a
triumph ol good sense and
realism
The occasion in reference was the
announcement ol the assembly's vole
on the question ol Peking's membership in the United Nations The
Assembly decided with 76 votes to :t.r>
with 17 abstentions to admit Peking's
regime of Chairman Mao and expel the
rival delegate of the Taipei regime of

Generalissmo Chiang KaiShek
The voting on that day was symbolic
as it heralded the arrival of China into
the full stream ol international
politics
THE SPONTANEOUS expression ot
approval of the decision, as well as the
intensity of Ihe diplomatic bargaining
and lobbying which preceded the
formal voting reveals Ihe universal
recognition of the effect* which
China's admission was expected to
have, not only on both structure and
politics of the United Nations, but also
on the broad spectrum of international
relations From then on and. in fact
current trends and moves in intcrnu
ttonal politics have repeatedly proved
this point up till now.
It was argued that to admit Chairman Mao's men was to give the stamp
ol approval to seizure ol power byforce
However, the weakness of this argument was obvious all along, because it
tended to make tne U N the judge of
the modality of government succession. It. therefore, bordered on inter
ference in the domestic affairs of
member states.
ANOTHER EQUALLY spumous
and irritating argument was that the

admission ol China would encourage
revolutions and spread of Communism
throughout the world
It was definitely not made clear how
the continued refusal to seal Peking
could prevent this, that is. even if we
assume that that is desirable
Such idealogical considerations were
used by the U S and its triends to
oppose, session alter session, the
admission of Peking into the United
Nations U.S opposition was largely
based on political and strategic considerations since 'Communist'' China
was assumed to be the ' main enemy'
of the United States of America
Irresistibly however the numbers ot
the campaigners for justice and
realism swelled as more nations
abiding by their independent judgment,
rather than toeing the American line
began to appreciate the illogicality and
the harmful effects of trying to keep
the effective government of a fourth of
the world's population from the
membership of what is supposed to be
a world organization.
UNFORTUNATELY THE isolationism which gripped China during the
1966-68 cultural revolution retarded
China's interest and participation in
world politics and even terminated its
diplomatic relationship with most
parts of the world
Although the opponents of Peking
argued that admission of China would
ruin the reorganization and turn it to a
Maoist front and a battle field for
international subversion." we find the
position of China's supporters was an
impregnable one resting on real
politica and common sense
Whether or not one likes the style of
government in Peking or the way the
regime assumed in power in 1949 is immaterial The government of Peking is
an effective administration in China
IT REPRESENTS a quarter of the
world's population and therefore deserves the right to participate at all
levels in the councils of an organization
purporting to represent the world.
Individuals who question the expulsion of Taiwan, even from the General
Assembly will find the answer very
simple

The expulsion of Formosa was a consequence of the tactic* adopted by the
government of Taipei in its struggle to
prevent the representation of Peking
Taipei insisted that the government
of Chiang Kai Shek represented the
whole of China, even though the
population of Formosa is only 14 million just as Ihe government of Chair
man Mao claimed the representation of
China's 750 million and also included
Formosa's 14 million.
THUS ONLY ONE government can
legitimately represent China The
admission of the People's Republic of
China as full member of the United
Nation* represents one of the most
welcome decisions ever taken by this
world organization.

The significance of that decision is
multidimensional
For the United
Nations itself, the Peking admission
terminates that suffocating domination
of the affairs of the U.N. by the United
Slates and the USSR.
There is now a relatively new center
of power - Peking - whose feelings
and policies have to be taken into
consideration, in respect to any matter
touching upon the fortunes of the world
today.
Although this vital move might have
marred what would have been a good
change in its Asian policy, the U.S.
rightly abandoned its 22 year old
opposition to the admission of Chairman Mao's China into the United Nations.

order of things, as one would expect of
a socialist, which he is
What is most important to stress, at
the moment of victory for the sceptics
who
question
ideological
egalitarianism. is what Mr van den
Haag and a few others have stressed
over the years Namely, that the new
knowledge is not an argument for
racial superiority.
For one thing.
intelligence" is
merely one of many human attributes,
and by no means self-evidently the
superior of the descnbable attributes
For another, even if one takes purelv

psychometric
measurements for
equality. 50 per cent of black people
are more "intelligent" than 25 percent
of white people.
The majority of both races are
intelligent in a way that is genVkally
overlapping What is destroyed is not
the idea of racial equality, but the
intrusive social presumption by which,
in the name of achieving an illusoryreality, the state has been telling
people what to do. day after day.
month after month, year after
tiresome year
Washington Star-King Footwntt Syndkol*

Lerrersopportunist system
That women faculty members are
demanding equal pay for equal work
certainly is justified, but the thinking
stops tragically short
By upholding the traditional pattern
of "the more important jobs receiving
the higher financial rewards' they are
helping to further establish the
underlying cause of economic
discrimination
There is no way to honestly compare
the job of being a secretary and the job
ol being a professor II secretaries
refused to work, professors would have
a hard time No one would know what
was happening during registration

THE ACADEMIC community must
be seen as an ecosystem, where each
member supports the other members
As it is now however, our school is a
typical
elitist,
get-what you-can
system Certain men find economic
freedom at the expense and suffering
of others, namely the uneducated
The system will never be fair until
we all receive the same amount ol
money We'll never be free until we're
all free We must get past seeing our
jobs politically
The fact remains my tune is as
important to me as your time is to you.
The secretaries' time is as important
to them as the director of financial
aid's time is to him
NO ONE PERSON needs any more
than the next guy. Our society is so
selfish.
We all secretly, or visibly, hope to
accumulate more than the average
person As long as we think like this we
will support a system which is
educationally
and
sociallydiscriminatory.
I think there is something that can be
done right here in Bowling Green.
Ohio, provided those with the money
ladministrators, professors, directors)
want to.
It necessitates seeing the Bowling
Green campus community as an
organic whole, and making a long

range plan which will year by year
equalize pay scales between all
campus jobs
THIS COULD include student jobs as
well. Really, how many of us find
ourselves in $2 an hour campus jobs,
and end up working just as hard as
someone who averages $5''
If professors wanted, they could live
very well on what the average check of
a BGSU employee would be. if the
money was equally divided The point
is so could janitors'-and this is not
the case today' I'm a janitor, and
broke'
Ask your favorite secretary-she
relies on her husband s pay. Why are
we so hard-headed to value the taking
on of responsibility but not the taking
of labor"1 Is it because we are selfish '
President Nixon said, in essence,
work it out yourself Fix up your
situation Well, the situation is hardly
fair here in Bowling Green. Ohio, in
our small economic community, and
we could do something about it!
LOOK- IF anyone thinks his job is
more important than the next guy's, he
is kidding himself
If the only reason a president comes
to BQSU is becauhV Of (flVlargc salary
then BG is foolish If a president can I
live on the average wage of all those
people under him. then he'd better fear
his life, because he's going to lose his
money someday.
Really., if you. say. had a small
grocery store with two helpers who
were your friends, would you pay them
less than yourself
If you would, you like this
opportunistic economic system here at
BG just fine, and you will disregard
this letter and smile at the next
secretary or grounds crew man you
see. and you won't feel bad at all. Give
thanks you're in the great USA!
Peace for all people.
James GrabillJr
207 S, Grove Apt 2

let's hear from you

*

The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may common) on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these,
limits or with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and"
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall

'HERE I AM, THE LAST LIVIN' PERSON IN IRELAND, AND I CANT REMEMBER IF I'M
CATHOLIC OR PROTESTANT!'

ti
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Military credit awarded

Service credit available
Veterans enrolling in the
University
may
receive
some academic credit (or
courses completed or work
done while in the service
Zola Buford director of
records, said a non-commissioned
ex-serviceman
may receive credit, usually
applicable
to
physical

education
requirements,
just for being in the service
More credit is normally
awarded to a former officer
In addition, some servicemen
receive
credit
for
advanced
training
or
correspondence
courses
completed while
in
the
armed forces

VETERANS interested in
enrolling at this University
must submit copies of their
DD-214 separation forms to
the admissions office
After he is admitted, a
veteran
will
normally
receive 12 hours military
credit if he had been on

newsnoTes
Crash trial
CHARLESTON. W Va lAPi
I'S
District Judge K. K. Hall yesterday set
a May 7 trial date for five unsettled civil
cases involving the 1970 Marshall
University jetliner crash that killed 75
persons
The suits against Southern Airways
stem from the crash of a DC9 jetliner
chartered
from
Southern
by
the
university for the school's football team,
coaches and fans
It crashed on
approach to Tri-State Airport near
Hunlington in November 1970
Judge Hall, in a pre-trial hearing, said
he was thinking in terms of a jury
deciding liability in one day and then the
same jury also hearing action for

from very serious "The prognosis has
been changed from guarded to fair.' it
added

Hijacking pact
MIAMI
BEACH.
Ha
lAPl
Secretary of State William Rogers said
last night an agreement with tuba on
curbing hijacking would be signed in a
' few days "
Rogers,
who
arrived here with
Treasury Secretary George P Snultz
to discuss foreign trade issues with

deciding damages

Stennis improves
WASHINGTON iAP> - Sen John (
Stennis has shown encouraging progress
and may be going home from the
hospital in several weeks, doctors at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center say
The 71-year-old Mississippi Democrat
has been in the hospital since Jan 30
after being shot twice in a holdup in
front of his Washington home
I'IS
assailants are still at large
A hospital statement Monday said
Stennis' condition had been changed

AFL-CIO leaders
refuted to give
newsmen any further details at .1 brief
news conference

Ford fined
WASHINGTON lAPl - The lord
Motor Co was lined $7 million \ eslei-day
on charges thai its employees illegally
tampered
with
1973 Ford cars
undergoing
antipollution
tests
the
Justice Department said
Ford filed a no contest plea to a ;lfitl
count criminal information, filed in the
IS District t'ourl in Detroit by the
Justice Department, and signed a
consent decree concluding a civil suit
The court proposed the maximum fine
of $3 5 million in the criminal case It
also approved a $3 ft million penalty
agreed to by l'orcl and the government in
the civil case

active duty for at least one
year
Students on active duty for
less than one year but more
than six months usually
receives six hours credit
Three hours of the 12-hour
or six-hour offering go to
physical education require
ments
Huford said attendance at
special schools while in the
service is evaluated on an
individual basis

IN THESE cases

the

Universit)
follows
the
recommendations
of
the
official guidebook published
by the American Council of
Education
A Guide to the
Evaluation of Educational
Experience in the Armed

Services
Credit
received
for
attendance at many of these
schools is applied toward

electives, such as courses
thai
are
technical
military in nature

or

Scene
shop

Rick Crouie

a Ph.D. candidate in theater and designer for the opera "Elixir of

love," finishes up lait-minule details in the scene shop behind the Joe E. Brown
Theatre.

Hanoi to release more POWs
SAIGON i AIM Hanoi said
it will release 20 more
American prisoners of war
from North Vietnam in a
few days, and the four part v
military peacekeeping com
mission here was summoned
into session today to make
the arrangements
At the same time. Col. Bui
Tin. chief spokesman for the
North Vietnamese delegation to the commission, said
the second group of Ameri-

can prisoners Of war held in
South Vietnam will be released in 10 to. 15 days
possibly near the same site
where 27 U S
prisoners
were freed Monday
Tin said he had no details
OH (he impending release ol
the 20 prisoners in North
Vietnam
JERRY W
Kiicdhcim.
spokesman for the Defense
Department in Washington.

said yesterday the Pentagon
had received the list ol
names of the 20 Americans
to be freed in North Vietnam
and then
families were
being not it led
A total ol UK American
prisoners were freed by
Hanoi on Monday in addition
to the 27 released in South
Vietnam The release ol the
additional 20 will bring to 161

February's
Fashion
Values are
Double Knit
Sportcoats

Wednesday
50-50 Nite
NOW APPEARING

Bachelor's III

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S

Dress & Sport Sale
Connies, Bass, Lady Dexter & Dunhams

Men's Winter Clearance

PLATTER

Dress & Sport Sale
Weyehberg, Jarman, Dexter & Bass
Originally from '19.95 to '39.95

NOW at 42.87 to $24.87

Next to Sterling

MmBOOTSS*
Mon.-Fri.U-9
Sat 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
* Special summer rates

OFFICE
530*4 E. WOOSTER (rear up)
Over Student Book Exchange

352-7365
352-9302
352-4045

Henry A
negotiated

the peace agreement under
which all American prisoners iii «.ii are i" be freed

by March 21

0O>S Mvn

ANOACOKE®

REG. 1.49

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

• Practically on campus - 2 minute walk
• All new modern and furnished
•Plenty of free parking
• Cable TV
• Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
• Twenty business locations at your fingertips
• Communications system between apartment
and front door
• A location that requires no car

dential adviser
Kissinger
who

IkyRpKls
Doubte-R-Bar Burger

Originally from 44.99 thru '21.99

NOW at $7.77 & $9.77

lour-day

WEDNESDAY IS
DOLLAR DAY

By the Railroad Tracks

Behind Burger Chef

a

-<\<,o

434 East Wooster St.

WOMEN'S WINTER CLEARANCE

tollnwing

visil t» I'anoi by l s presi-

dnc( i*lr(,c r^.«*<

Now Accepting Tea Reservations

893 S. Main St. - 352-9074

apparently is a goodwill gesture

SptyhtLLt

"Synergy"
Tomorrow's Styles
Today

that North \ letnain s action

SRQGWTTI
IGNITE 994

only $40.00

WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

the number of American prisoners released by the Com*
munists in both the North
and South, including oighl
civilians
it will leave 320 American
prisoners held in North Viet
iiain 99 in South Vietnam
and nine in Laos Those in
elude 19 civilians in South
Vietnam and two in Laos
still in captivity

V* lb. freshly ground
pure beef, dairy fresh
cheese, lean tender
ham, on a toasted
sesame seed bun
complete with
f rench fries
and cole slaw
plus a coke®

$

1

I •

GOODFEB 14 ONLY

300 E. WOOSTER
352-5330
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Nixon to ask for tariffs

Men's honorary
taps members
Two (acuity members and
height students were tapped
'yesterday for membership
230 Omirron Delta Kappa
IODKI
national
men's
leadership society.
I)r
Michael
Ferrari,
^.acting provost, was also
honored (or his outstanding
service to the University.
■• Dr. Ferrari was instrumental
in
obtaining
a
$142,000 grant (rom the Carnegie Foundation to develop
'■a shortened baccalaureate
degree program
The
two new (acuity
members are Mclvin K
Brodt. head track and cross
country coach, and l)r Marvin Kumler. associate pro-

' lessor oi psychology.
Hrodt has earned a national
reputation
for
^developing distance runners
,"f!is coaching has helped produce Olympic gold medal
„J»inner Dave Wottle and
Marly 100 other champions
Dr
Kumler, a clinical
Mychologiat. played a major
■role in developing Karma.
•the community drug center.

THE NEW student members are
■■Ted
Farvcr.
senior
\,\\Ni. an All-American in
Indoor track anil iiicmber o(
B<! s NCAA ( hainpionship
distance
medley
relay
jeam;
; -William Arnold. junior
jA&Sl.
Student
Bod]
Organization coordinator oi
academic affairs and mem
her of Academic Council.
Faculty Senate and the
President's Advisory Council
-David J. (iaede Jr .

UAO Campus
Flicks
Fri. and Sat.
Feb. 16 and 17
The Big Bounce
6:00 -'1.00with ID

The Great British
Train Robbery
8:00-'1.00 with ID

The Battle of
Cable Hogue
10:00

MOO with ID

Math-Science

WASHINGTON
(AP) President Nixon said yesterday he will ask Congress for
authority to erect tariff barriers if necessary to follow
up devaluation of the dollar
He told Secretary of the
Treasury George P, Shullz
that
devaluation of the
dollar is at best only a temporary
solution of
the
problem.''
That is why trade legislation must follow.'' Nixon
said "
only by getting
trade
legislation
and
changing or reducing the
huge deficit can the huge

senior
(B.A.),
who
has
worked as news director and
general manager of WFAL,
campus radio station;
-David
W.
Kennedy,
senior (Ed.). assistant advisor to Intcrlratcrnitv Council and an undergraduate
assistant to the associate
dean o( students;
-Mallet N. Watz. junior
IA&SI. justice (or Student
Tra((ic Court, quarterback
(or the varsity (ootball team
and member of the MidAmerican Conference allacademic team;

AND

SIGNALING

a

tougher stance. Nixon said
as part of an effort "to get a
fair deal and a fair shake for
American products abroad'
he would ask Congress "for
the right for our negotiators
to go up or down'' with
tariffs in trade talks with
other countries
We have gone into too
many negotiations abroad in
which all we have done is to
negotiate
down
whereas
others have negotiated up."

The institute ol World
Alfairs. Inc will conduct a
seminar on World Politics
and
the
Challenge
ol
Development:
Lessons <>t
the sixties' from July - i"
Aug. 17
The seminar is open to
Students who plan In enlei
or are now enrolled in

A»MKiat«d Press Wkepheto

An ex-POW holds up a handmade sign immediately after stepping off the C-141 which brought
him

from

North

Vietnam

to a U.S.

base last

weekend.

graduate level studies and
plan careers in some area ol
public service
Although the seminal will

he conducted in English, at
least three-fourths of the
participants must be Irom
foreign counlries
Enrollment is limited to 40 stu
dents
The
seminar
COsponsored hy the Cmversity
of Connecticut, will be held
on
I'adden
Campus.
Salisburj conn

Participants will meet in
seminars every
weekday
morning and work at leasl

POWs healing war wounds
staff member.
"Some of these men have
bad scars on their arms
from being bound for a long
time with wire. In others
their war wounds healed
badly.''
One of the 27 Americans
freed Monday by the Viet
Cong reported he spent
much of his five years'
captivity in shackles and
solitary confinement

CLARK
AIR
BASE.
Philippines (API - Two
American
war
prisoners
flew home yesterday and
oflicials said most will be
back on U.S. soil (or the
weekend.
But
doctors
reported a lew asked to
remain lor plastic surgery
to
repair
their
wounds
before going home
"It's less cosmetic than
practical," said a hospital

"I HAVE spoken more
since I was (reed yesterday
than in all the (ive years I
was a prisoner." Michael
Hugh Kjome. a civilian from
Decorah. Iowa, told stall at
the Clark Air Base Hospital
A contract employee with
the Agency (or International
Development,
he
was
captured in Saigon during
the 1968 Tet offensive
A lew other Americans

Phi Mu's Wish all their Heart Men a
Happy Valentine!
SHORTY
CHICKEN POT PIE
DADDIE
TUNE-UP
ERRS
BILL
MARK
HI-L0-M0N AMOUR
LITTLE R
ZA-MAN
JACKIE RAY KING
JO-JO #51
RONALD MCDONALD
SKITCH
THE TAC0 D0RIT0 KID
DIANA THETA
BURT REYNOLDS

MINNESOTA SHORTS
BEAR
ARTI
ANDY
JONESY
THE GIMP
N.G.S. JR.
MR. JOE COOL
ZIGGY
STEVE
KEITH
DAVE #69
KEVIN
JOE HOUSEBOY
ALBIL
LITTLE G
BURKS

reportedly toiii ol beatings
.mil ill treatment such as
salt riihhcd on woumls by
ihen captors
riieir
comments
were
relayed
by
military
spokesmen and others at the
hospital
Tight
security
prevented newsmen front
talking directly with the
returned prisonei s
RELIABLE
sources
reported that inure oi the
former American POWs al
Clark will fly home toda)
malting room for no mine
U S
prisoners
North
Vietnam has promised to

NIXON

SINGLED

out

S

1
I

I

STIRRING AND MEMORABLE!"
- NOffMA Mel AIN STOOP.
After Pi"

MACBETH is EXCITINGJ
AND COLORFUL
ORIGINAlJ
AND
DARING!"

3 P.M. -ADULTS $1.00

Frisky."
commented one
official close to the base
hospital

MEANWHILE, the State;:
Department said the other.';
major trading nations of the
world have been too slow in'
eliminating the trading andmonetary
surpluses
that
have thrown the American
international economic posi-;:
tion out of equilibrium
Department
spokesman
Charles W Bray said, "the:;
time has come for action
across wide and complemen-;
tary fronts'' to solve the;::
international
economic"'
problems.
Bray's statement came as: .
State Department officials
warned
these
trading,
powers, particularly Japan
and the European Common
Market, that they must work .'
quickly to restore balances!;
or face severe reaction by■ ;
the United States in the
form of I'S restrictions
"•'

Bldg
Dr Meserole. a professor
Ol English at I'enn State
University, directs the compilation of the lour volume
International Bibliography.
which is considered by man)
to be a valuable tool for

teachers and students of language and literature
The subject of his talk will
be the effect on the bibliography of the 1970 changeover from a typeset bibliography to one composed entirely by electronic dataprocessing systems
-.
The talk, which is free and
open to the public, is soon-;'
sored by the English Department

Don't Forget
Domino's is open
at 11:30 for lunch
With Free Delivery
LARGE PIZZA
50c off and Free Qt Coke

SMALL PIZZA
25' off and Free 16 oz. Coke

FOLK FESTIVAL
FOR CHARITY
SPONSORED BY
Kohl & Rodgers
Residence Halls

352-5221

Thurs.
Feb. 15

Charities Week

UAO

Admission
50'

*«:

Nassau
Is
Nice!

Pam Dinerman
Dan Kimple
Sam Wenger
Craig Kopp
Dave Hazard
The Front Porch

"MACBETH ISA FILM OFGREAT ARTISTRY AND POWER BY ROMAN POLANSKI!

SUNDAY-OPENING TIL

made a shopping expedition
in the base exchange last
night,
some
wearing
pullover shirts and shorts
The) Mire are getting

Dr Harrison T Meserole.
bibliographer of the Modern
Language Association, will
speak at 8 p in Thursday in
112 Business Adminislration

Faculty Lounge
2nd Floor Union

-MtNARODRIW G*rm#rt *•** S*rv<c#

KKQCIKKD:

them

TONIGHT

l

1
Hl

'MACBETH ARRESTS! ASTONISHES!
FRIGHTENS! AN EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT! DAMN GOOD MOVIEMAKING BY
ROMAN POLANSKI!"

11 »• I ii s

100 ni

Japan and Europe when he
talked of threats to U.S.:'
businesses, saying:
"The United States being:
the best market in th»:
world and this is not cri-v
ticism of our Japanese and-:
European friends-they are;:
loading it into this market
and they can drive US businesses out of existence., ;•
and lose Americans their-.;
jobs "
The President gave no fur-1
ther specifics on the legisla-';
lion and his aides said they-:
did not know when it would;:
be sent to Congress.

Speaker to lecture
on research tool

Information Night

:

THURSDAY IS STUDENT Nlfl

ill.III

COST OF the program is
$750. which covers tuition,
lodging,
meals,
a
$100
registration fee and the New
York City excursion Fee*
are payable by June 15
For further inlormation.
contact
I'r
Kathleen
Merriam.
assistant
professor
ol
political
science 372-2921

Alpha Phi Omega

5

'&^&<fW>-f^(ft&(f<&(fOffrfOStfl -National Board ol Review

Starts Today

Mine

two
days
a
week
on
individual or group projects
Students will also spend
some time in New York City
for
sessions
with
the
secretariat of the United
Nations and with staffs of
international organizations
based in that city

Step into the three worlds of

TED
T.T.C.
THE UNION GAPER
MR. MATHER
T.B. MAN
CASPER

release within the next lew
days
The prospects ol an early
trip to the United states for
most oi the Hi! former
prisoners still undertime.
medical checks at Clark
turned their attention awaj
from the i igors ol prison.

LEADERSHIP, FRIENDSHIP
SERVICE

DANNY
JABBAR
JOE NAMATH
THE FILBY BOYS
BIG CHAMBO
GREG
RICH
DESTO
OCT.
JERRY
KURT

Ml Ml J»T»iu rm mi nm Tin

k

the President said
His comments came as he
began a meeting with Shultz
12 hours after Shultz' dramatic announcement that
the United States' was devaluing the dollar by 10 per
cent
Reporters
who
were
allowed to overhear a portion of Nixon's conversation
with Shultz heard the President say "other nations
must gel away from their
discriminatory policies and
we must be in a position to
bargain harder "

Political seminar open

-•Douglas
H
Nor wine.
senior (Ed I. member of Phi
Eta Sigma, freshman men's
scholastic honor society, the
University
Symphonic.
Marching ' and Jazz Lab
Hands, and the Saxophone
Quartet;
-Ralph E. Carbone. senior
(Ed I, member of the University debate team;
-IV
Barton
Sheppard.
senior iB.A.h president of
the Union Activities Organization and member of the
Union Advisorv Committee

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
Special
Printed
Valentine

pressure on the dollar be
taken off "

Fly There-You'll Like It!
8:00
Commons
Dining Hall

March 16-23
Sign up UAO Office

Distinguished Teaching Awards
Any students interested in serving on the committee to select the outstanding teacher
award winners contact:
Bill Arnold
Coor. of Academic Affairs • SBO
405 Stud. Services
or Call 2-2951

THIS mOCKIM
IS HSTBCTU

17 mourn

MYK
PUEKI

(SPECIAl STUDENT EXCHANGE COUPONS HONORED AT ALL SHOWINGSI

Six students will research the teachers
nominated and decide the winners. This committee will meet next spring quarter only.
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Thfrifly Shoppinu
is a Pleasure"

/IITI'

IF YA UKE FRIENDLY SERVICE & SAVINGS,
JOIN THE GREAT SCOT SHOPPERS!!

Great Scot
FRIEND! Y FOOD STORES

STEAK LOVERS....MR. CHOOSY'S
GOT JUST THE THING FOR YOU.

f*

ON SALE! CHECK ALL THESE MEAT VALUESi
fl

CHOo$y

0$0

CkA>*

SLICED
BACON

*!**£

0.

tit

79

t8H»
.*o.

S«

S

TBAK

Y

*«*OT
DINNIKBEll

CORNED BEEF BRISKET lB. 1"

7h

RIB ROAST

s

' ""l B. l"

i

KEG. OR THICK

SLICED BOLOGNA

lB

KINOSFORD FROZEN

89c
«»,de,

Sff 99c

BREADED VEAL, PORK, CHUCK WAGON OR DRUMSTICK PAniES

WHOLE BEEF LOINS-CUT & WRAPPED FOR YOUR FREEZER FREE1
PORTERHOUSE STEAKS, SIRLOIN STEAKS,
T-BONE STEAKS AND TENDER TIPS OF BEEFII
"asm ir
FROM E.CH LOIN:

P^^^MRRRMR™

FLACE YOUR
OROIR NOW

WE RESERVE
QUANTITY RIGHTS

CHECK OCR SERVICE, SELECTION & SAVINGS ON THESE SEVEN DAY RON US BUYS!

Oil
UtL MONK
*UNII CREAM
(.WIAM SIYL!
MVll OR
OH W K.
K

j||

UllWUNII

CORN

19c

PINEAPPLE JUICE

GRAPEFRUIT OR LO-CAl ORANGE

•%•»«.

WAGNER DRINKS
HEINZ

T0MAT0S0UP

ADOLPHS

HUNTS

29c

PORK & BEANS

««-

PIllSBURY FAMILY

No,M

„; 29c

,, 17c
C

BROWNIE MIX

13M.75

VAHLSINC FROZEN

FOOD

I'H
111

4 oz.

'""""'

f|J

n

$
I60,8/ 1

FAYGOPOP

*
C«10
$ 19

f%

B

COFFEE

ON.2C AN

1

•E?

WlIM THIS otuitcot COUPON
'HRUMI. If. 1973

^ 0 00 n'' ■ 0 A rt"0 ft fi ft A 0 <J 0 ^ 00 00 0 A (V>
OI5JONE
HUNT'S
4
e
PK.
SNACK PAK
-|%G»I«T KOI COUPON
COOP IHIUIII I*. l«7|

39 <

f^U
<->

g 0W0W> ^ ft'fl A'CVO 05 0 0 0 00 Big
Qlooz.

_»

J»0TBEER..pSsS,49
L
C£
WITH THIS GRI AT HOT lOUI'ON
COOO THBUFlB 19 1973

S POST CEREAL

HOI ..

MUELLER S MID. & WIDI

__

e
l0O,29

HEALTH &
BEAUTY AIDS
LADY
SURE TOUCH!EC
SHAVER.<A

-76

RECUIARIT Jl.je

c

" 39

PSCT

MISS BRECK

HAIR
SPRAY

61

REGULARLY 11.09

IEC.
SIZE
.BARS

3/30c

CHOCKS $128
VITAMINS eocrl
WITH IRON

SEAWAY

SEAWAY

SEAWAY DARK RED

*» #« .

CUT BEETS

,036/M

_

. ff _

MANDARIN ORANGES ; 4/s1

MUSHROOMS

_

..

$
40, 3/ 1
_

/c_

,005/s1

KIDNEY BEANS

IM1I BUI
CHIP
ROY AK
AH UII
Oil

__

«,oz 77c

BEEFARONI
91IVES

. «%.

,..„, 19c

CAT FOOD
RALSTON

Mtkm

PUPPY CHOW

2l.

49e

DISINFECTANT

LTSOL

1'1'U

NOODLES

HH5TMATE

VIVA ITALIAN DRESSING 39c

CRINKLE CUTS or 1
FRENCH FRIES
* Mint

^msmwsxmsmMMx
ZEST
SOAP.....

49c

■

V BOTTLES A Q e

GRAPE NUTS

SEVEN SEAS

D2

VANITY FAIR 3 PLY

HEINZ STRAINED

> All GRINDS
'MAXWELL HOUSE

..

MEAT TENDERIZER .,

140Z.

... 400CT.
KRAFT LOCAL

__

ITALIAN DRESSING....„ 22c
THERE'S A

KRAFT REGULAR
BOUl«K

«•%«.

ITALIAN DRESSING

1601

49'

DEODORANT
otuuu««~i

LYSOLCLEANER

FLORIDA CITRUS SALE NOW!

EN OUR KOOL KRISP PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

FLORIDA INDIAN RIVER

VINE RIPE

AH

TEMPLE ORANGES559' TOMATOES 37
WHITE OR PINK

GOLDEN RIPE

^ ffe

GRAPEFRUIT
179 BANANAS 13
FLORIDA ORANGES .179;

S1.1B

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

■*•?*

Great Scot
FRItNDLY FOOD STORES

i ft/fltt 10 MMM, *»+—dmy. NWu^r 14. J973

N/ne objectives stated

VVAW work not over
one objective. Military
personnel
are currently
governed by the Uniform
Code of Military Justice.
VVAW supports anyone
refusing to serve in the
military and demands
legislation
to provide
"repatriation of those
brothers and sisters who are
in prison or self-exile by
reason of their refusal to
serve in the military."
There should be no
distinctions in types of discharges and all veterans
should receive benefits
under the Veterans Administration,
according
to
VVAW
A single type of discharge
should be retroactive, and
all compensation should be
based on disability without
regard to sex. race, rank or
length of service
Other VVAW objectives
are:
--"To make clear that the
United States has never
undertaken an extensive,
open
investigation of
American war crimes in
Indochina;
--"To fight racism, to
show Americans that our
society is permeated by
racism;
-"To fight sexism, to

By Dave Klmpel

■

N.wH>helo by Jouph W Darwal

Warmer

Al left, a maintenance worker carpets the floors of McDonald Weil residence
hall with thick shag carpeting Aftor the job is complete Joanne Latino,
freshman (Ed.), left, and Teresa Hensel, sophomore (Ed.), enjoy the new
comfort during a card game. Whot a switch from cold, tile floors!

floors

Although the cease-fire
has officially ended U.S.
participation in the Vietnam
war. the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW)
doesn't consider its work
over.
The first of its 10
demands,
calling for
immediate withdrawal from
Southeast Asia, is being
met. but a spokesman said
the other nine, intended to
end the military-industrial
complex and the system
which the VVAW claims
perpetuates war, are far
from realized.
A DEMAND that all
military personnel be given
the same rights guaranteed
civilians under the constitution and Bill of Rights is

Hearing draws 500 women
COLUMBUS (AIM More
than 500 would-be witnesses
jammed the hallways outside the Ohio l!<iuse hearing
rooms last night to testify on
the controversial women's
rights amendment to the
US. Constitution
But at least 200 of the witnesses, most of them
women, were turned awav

and stood on stairways
leading down two flights of
stairs into the capitol rotunda and in the rotunda itself.
Mouse State (iovernment
Chairman Michael Del Bane
10-55 I'nhli.irii told those
crowded inside the committee room- about 300-he was
"sorry" that so many had to
be turned away. "But we

plan to have at least six
hearings on this bill, and we
will see that everyone gets a
chance to testify."' he said
LAST NIGHT'S hearing
was the first fullblown session on the amendment
which Ohio would be the 28th
Male to ratify, although a
preliminary meeting was

Back Due To
Popular Demand

GIANT
QT. COKE
SPECIAL
Wed. & Thur.

reg. 35 NOW 25c
With any size pizza

held last month to hear it explained
The same amendment was
introduced in the Senate
almost a year ago but became stalled and died in the
Senate Rules Committee.
This year, the amendment
was introduced first into the
lower chamber by Reps
Michael
SUniiino
i IK10
Columbus I and Harry J
Lehman 11) IB Cleveland I
Slin/iano spoke at last
month's
preliminary
meeting attended by about
50 persons who complained
that notice they received nl
thai session was too short
At that point. Del Bane
scheduled the Feb. u ns-

sion and last night's turnout
showed the message got
across Lehman called the
turnout "the biggest I've
seen at a legislative hearing
in three years."

The Pizza People, Period.
\0'

lu S(».,l: BirAinRCo MllMllkM md otivt tu.*\ CitMl

Six bulls are
better than
one.

THE NATIONAL organization is interested in
becoming a political force,
but Skip Oliver, a member
of the Bowling Green
chapter, said the local group
is not quite so ambitious
Recently. VVAW set up a
table in University Hall next
to Marine recruiters to give
military service counseling
The local chapter also
conducts food coupon drives
at the end of each quarter
and hands out pamphlets
and newsletters aimed at
continuing the VVAW
program of education
A slide show, provided by
National
Action Research
on the Military Industrial
Complex
iNARMIC).
is

being circulated in political
science classes
In addition to NARMIC.
VVAW works with the BG
People for Peace and other
peace-oriented groups.
Oliver said he expects that
the VVAW may combine
with another group or
change its name as other
members of the group
continue working with other
peace-oriented
organizations
The name of the organization doesn't express "our
real concern." he added,
noting that the main purpose
is to
keep things like
Vietnam from happening "

Studenf
arrested on
drug charge
A University student was
arrested by Bowling Green
city police last Friday for
possession of marijuana
Joseph
R.
Strathman.
sophomore IA&S). 20. of 311
E Merry St., was released
from city jail on $1,000 bond
I'e will be arraigned Friday
in Municipal Court

Meet the candidates...
The Commuter Organization will sponsor a series
ot
coffee hours with
candidates for Student Body
Organization iSBO) and
Union Activities Organization
lUAOl offices
beginning next Monday
The meetings will be held

at 10 am every weekday
until election day in the
Commuter Center, basement of Moseley Mall.
I'azel Smith, director of
the center, will moderate
the discussions.
The meetings will include
introductions
and brief

•■■-.AiO.

For Valentines Day
Give her flowers ...
With Love

statements from the
candidates.
followed
by
questions
from
the
audience.
DATES AND participants
in the meetings are;
Monday. Feb
19 and
Tuesday.
Feb
20-Candidates for the SBO
Steering Committee.
Wednesday. Feb 21-Coordinator of cultural affairs

and UAO director
Thursday. Feb
22-Coordinator for state and community affairs and coordinator for academic
affairs
Friday. Feb 23 Student
representative to the Board
of Trustees.
Monday.
Feb
26-SBO
vice president

Tuesday.
president.

Feb

27-SBO

WE'RE DOING
IT AGAIN!

Roses and Carnations by the Doz.
Lovely Spring Arrangements,
Iris, Daffodils, and Artificials
Beautiful Pink, Red and White
Potted Azaleas, 0nlys4.95

Klotz Flower Farm

352-5221

show that sexism plays a
major part in promoting
war;
--"To dedicate ourselves
to these principles and objectives which directly
relate to the imperialist suppression of the people of the
world by the U.S. government;
--"To support the democratic right of Americans to
strike and to unionize to
protect their income and
safeguard
their employment."

15% DISCOUNT TO
UNIVERSITY FACULTY. STUDENTS
& EMPLOYEES ON ALL FOOD
PURCHASES

S. College & Napoleon
353-3911

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
945
S. MAIN

STUDENT
SERVICES
TICKET
"S.S.T."

Preservational Hall

Jazz Band
Fri., Feb. 23 - 8:00 P.M.

BILL ARNOLD
President

LEE OLSON
TICKETS-'l.OO UNION TICKET OFFICE

Vice-President

JOHN DOERING

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

Coordinator tor
Academic Attain

MARK WALKER
Student Representative to the
Board of Trustees

DENNIS GRADY

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS COMPLETELY FURNISHED

Coordinator tor State and
Community Affairs

JOHN KUEHN
Coordinator for
Cultural Affairs

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

1515E.WOOSTER

QUALIFIED REPRESENTATION

\ GORDON LIGHTFOOT

MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

HOURS: 10-12
1-5
NOW
LEASING

THURS. - FEB. 22 - 8 P.M.-MEMORIAL HALL
*2.50 GENERAL
*3.00 RESERVED - UNION TICKET OFFICE
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Gaetano Donizetti's Elixir of Love'

New approach to classical opera
By Patty Bailey
EatcrtahumlEattar
Opera in recent years has
been accused o( being melodramatic and irrelevant for
today's audience
The School of Music is
taking a fi«.Ji approach to
classical opera with "Elixir
of Love," which opens tonight in the Main Auditorium. University Kail.

The composer, Gaetano
Donizetti, is perhaps best
known for his works. " Lucia
di Lammermoor" and "The
Daughter of the Regiment."
His "Elixir of Love" is a
comic opera dealing with a
traveling con-man who dispenses "cure-all" potions to
everyone as he makes his
rounds from town to town.
FIRST performed in 1832.

"Elixir of Love" was originally set in an Italian
village However, for the
University production, stage
director James A. Panowski. humanities instructor in
the Cluster College, has
moved the setting to the
American midwest in the
late 1880s.
Panowski said he thinks
one of the problems and
challenges of opera is

making it appealing to contemporary audiences
" 'Elixir' is one opera you
can fool around with from
the director's standpoint."
he said, noting that the
Metropolitan Opera Co did
a production of it that "was
a cross between the Wizard
of Oz' and Oklahoma.' "
Panowski views the role of
Doctor Dulcamara lan Italian traveling quack in the

original version) as being
the archetypal con-man
"He's really a close relative of Bill Starbuck of The
Rainmaker.' and Harold
Hill. The Music Man.' and
the opera is easily centered
around him." Panowski
said.
"ELIXIR of Love" is the
eighth opera the School of
Music has produced for
northwest Ohio audiences,
but it is the first "all in the
family" production, with the
entire directing staff, cast
and crews made up of
Bowling Green faculty and
students.
In the past the University
has hired someone from off
campus to come in 10 days
prior to the performance to
stage the production.
This year. Panowski contacted Dr. Ivan Trusler.
musical director for the
opera, to ask for a chance to

stage this production
"I got pushy and by midsummer Ivan said I could
direct it." said Panowski.
who has acted in and
directed numerous plays and
musicals in college theater
and summer stock
Dr. Trusler is in charge of
everything that happens
musically in the opera,
while Panowski is responsible for the dramatic
aspects of the production
PANOWSKI doesn't consider himself an opera buff,
but he holds strong opinions
about it.
"Opera has the potential
of providing the most
exciting theatrical experience for an audience,
but I'm frustrated at how
haphazardly operas are produced generally
"I'm sick and tired of the
audience getting cheated
You can go out and buy a
record if you only want to

hear the score." Panowski
said
One of the problems of
staging an opera is the need
for a fine balance between
drama and music, he said
"Comic opera such as
' Elixir' has a lyrical line and
the stage director has to find
a way to play the comedy
against it without detracting
from it.
"In one scene, for instance. Nemino is singing
about his love for Adina with
a chicken bone in his hand."
Panowski said
The opera runs about two
hours without a break and
there are repetitions with
the* music becoming more
intricate each time it is
heard. Panowski said
"The first time we stage it
for dramatic values, the
second time, so they can
sing It's very difficult because you can't cheat the
singers and yet you need a

balance of drama and
music." the stage director
said.
THE SETTING of the
American mid-west will be
created with the aid of costumes by Mildred Lit. costume consultant and scene
design by Richard Crouse.
who is also the technical
director
The 40-piece orchestra
consists of selected students
from the Unjverslt) Sym
phony Orchestra and the 58member chorus is composed
of the Collegiate Chorale
Tickets for the student
performance tonight will be
sold at the door for $1 with
identification
'Elixir ol Love' will also
be presented al 8 p m Friday, Feb 16. at the Toledo
Masonic Auditorium The
Firelands performance "I
the opera is scheduled for
Sunday. Feb 18 at Ver
million High School

How do you film King Kong ?
By David F»dra>

Dr. Dulcamara, portrayed by Andreas Poulimenos, instructor in voice is a
prototype of the typical con-man and a near relative of Bill Starbuck's from
Crtrl-mOn

"The Rainmaker," and Harold Hill, "The Musk Man," according to stag*
director James A. Panowski. The School of Music opera opens tonight in the
Main Auditorium of University Hall.

AAahavishnu Orchestra

i

I

Review by
Kraik Johnson
The Mahavishnu Orchestra comes to Toledo this
weekend, coinciding with
the release of its second
album. "Birds of Fire"
{Columbia 319% i
In concert, the orchestra
is one of the most exciting
groups around It is mobile
and energetic on both musical and visual planes. All
five men in the orchestra
work to a peak.
Those not able to make the
concert will find only the
visuals lacking on the
album

JOHN MCLAUGHLIN has
.- been around for quite a few
years as a jazz guitarist. A
few years ago he became the
Mahavishnu McLaughlin,
changing both himself and
his music
In an early CREEM
interview. McLaughlin said.
"My primary concern is my
inner peace and harmonythe music comes as a result

of this."
The orchestra features
four other musicians including Jerry Goodman,
electric violinist, who used
to head Flock, a group ahead
of its time and a preamble to
the Mahavishnu Orchestra.
The other members are
Rich Laird, bass; Billy Cobham, drums: and Jan
Hammer, keyboards
The title cut of the album
is. in a word, electric. Very
electric. McLaughlin
manages a very good
opening for the album It's a
brisk tune that allows, as
most of his compositions,
solos from each of the
orchestra members.

serves as an interlude
between two oilier cuts
Side two is pure
McLaughlin music
I'is
compositions arc more tola
oriented than those of the
lirst side, allowing each of
the orchestra members to
come out into the open
Mahavishnu
John

McLaughlin anil the Mahavishnu Orchestra have, in a
little less than a year.
brought themselves to na
tional prominence. It's one
of the most exciting new
groups to come out of 1972.
If nothing else. Eric Clapton now has competition lor
title of top guitarist

"MILES BEYOND" is a
composition from Miles
Davis, a former associate of
McLaughlin
"Sapphire'
Bullets of Pure Love" is
nothing more than a 20-'
second guitar montage that

Ohio Arts Council sets
June writers forum

rtiwipno'c by Fiau Ptoumon
Jeff Smith, a University graduate, h
currently a member of "Phillippe," one of
two
Pennsylvania
rock
bands
that
performed on campus Saturday night.

people to see...
Joseph C Harsch. Toledoborn writer, correspondent
and lecturer, will speak at
Ken Shaw's Toledo Town
Hall tomorrow at 11 a.m. at
Toledo Masonic Auditorium.
Harsch. columnist and
chief editorial writer for the
Christian Science Monitor,
served as senior European
correspondent for NBC and
later as news commentator
- for ABC.

THE SECOND annual
Independent Film Festival
will be held tonight from
7:30-10p.m.
The festival, to be held on
the Firelands campus, will
include films by professionals, some of the best
from national art-film festivals, and local films by students, faculty and area residents.
THE BOWLING Green

THE CAPACITY crowd in the Grand
Ballroom. Union, last Friday night was
treated to a presentation that could
easily have been stretched into an
entire course on special effects.
Using film excerpts as examples.
Dunn explained the various ways in
which illusions can be created
He discussed matte painting, back
and front projections, split screen and
moving split screen, and blue screen
backgrounds. IV was open to questions
from the audience at all times.
Occasionally, Dunn's familiarity
with his work stood between him and
the audience. He forgot that techniques
which are elementary to him are still

MONEY is an important consideration in special effects work, Dunn said.
The sums he mentioned were astronomical For the titles alone on "West
Side Story" Dunn's company spent
$50,000.
The final scene of "The Great
Race." was budgeted at $35,000 In this
scene, the Eiffel Tower was supposed
to collapse.
Dunn said he was able to create this
effect for only $500 by using a plastic
model of the landmark instead of the
mock-up that had been originally
planned. It started as a joke, but it
worked.

Dunn delighted the audience by
bringing up his work on "SUM Trek,
for which he said nearly ever} Special
effects company in Hollywood has
worked
He said it was an oxtrcmeK chal
lenging project and his only complaints
were the budget restrictions and tight
deadlines which had actually put
several men into the hospital
The great expense of producing the
show was a major factor in its demise
Dunn said
SATURDAY afternoon. Dunn taped
an interview with WBGU-TV His
enthusiasm for his work was as
apparent as it had been the night
before.
With little need for questioning
Dunn revealed his love of lilins At the
age of 14. he saw an average ol two
movies a week, he said
There is no severe rivalry among the
special effects companies. Dunn said
The companies have few secrets from
each other
He said the most Impressive piece >>i
special effects work that he ha- teen
was the parting of the Red Sea in The
Ten Commandments, a show which
he did not do
Of his'own work, he said that
"Bringing Up Baby." was Ins personal
favorite.
itsa Mad, Mad. Mad. Mad World
is the biggest project he has completed, he said.

legend' and 'Phillippe'

McLaughlin's double-neck
guitar dominates the mood
here, followed by Goodman's violin

The Ohio Arts Council Writer's Workshop will be held
June 20-23 at Bergamo Center. Dayton. Ohio.
Each of six instructors will meet with a small group in
morning and afternoon classes They will also discuss
privately individual problems in writing styles and
techniques.
Writers who have agreed to serve as instructors for the
workshop are John Gardner. William Stafford. Larry King.
Julius Lester. Harry Mark Pertakis and Robert Canzoneri.
To apply, send two samples of recent work to Project
Coordinator. Barbara Benham. 1525 Wesleyan Road.
Dayton. Ohio 45046
Deadline for receipt of applications is March 1. Notices of
acceptance will be mailed in mid-April.

In 1928. RKO Pictures needed a man
to do some temporary work on the
special effects for a film called "Ringside." Linwood Dunn, an independent
camerman and musician, decided to
try the job. He was sure that it would
not be steady work
In 1973, Linwood Dunn took time out
from working on special effects for the
film "The Exorcist" to give a presentation about his work to University students
He told a story of achievements in
special effects for such diverse films
as "Citizen Kane." "King Kong,"
"Bringing Up Baby," "The Great
Race.
The Bible." "West Side
Story" and television's "Star Trek."

complex to someone whose only
experience with films has been in
viewing them
However, he had no trouble conveying the complexity of his work and
the extent to which it influences films
Some of his examples were striking
He showed how split screens were used
in "Bringing Up Baby." to give the illusion that a leopard was involved in
scenes with actors, although the leopard and the actors were never before
the camera at the same time
In describing his work on "Hawaii"
(for which he was nominated for an
Oscar), Dunn showed how a storm at
sea had been created by using a mock
up of a ship in a studio, a tempera
painting of the coastline and a stock
film of an angry sea.

String Quartet will perform
Sunday. Feb. 18. at 8:15 p.m.
in the Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg.
On Monday, Feb. 19. the
Philidor Trio will perform at
8:15 pm in the Recital Hall
•THE APPLE TREE." a
musical spoof on creation,
will be presented at 8 p.m.
tomorrow, Friday and
Saturday in the Carnation

Review by
David Faadray

finally put an end to the
events.

The Union Activities
Organization (UAO) tried to
bring inexpensive rock and
roll back to campus last
Saturday evening.
Two years ago, rock and
roll abounded on campus.
There were dormitory
parties, fraternity parties
and the peculiar institution
of the benefit in the men's
gym.
The benefits in the men's
gym were glorious affairs.
They were held at least once
a month, whenever some
campus organization such as
the Yippies or the Crystal
City News could think of an
excuse for having one.
The local bands. Snow.
Rail. Rotgut. Captain
Strange, and Snaky Terry
and the Ballbusters. gladly
donated an hour of their
time.
The people paid a dollar or
bartered for their entry, and
a good time was had by all.
Unfortunately, some had
too good a time. Scarred
gym floors, broken windows
and the open use of narcotics

SATURDAY night UAO
sponsored a concert in the
Grand Ballroom that
featured two Pennsylvania
rock bands. Legends and
Phillippe.
Although this concert fell
short of its goal of
recreating the feeling of the
men's gym benefits, it
provided a setting for rock
music that was a welcome
change from the bars and
parties where this kind of
music is available today
The bands were good.
Each had a well-developed
style and knew what it
wanted to do musically.
Happily, they played in such
contrasting styles that their
sets did not ape each other.
PHILLIPPE opened the
concert. This band took the
more intellectual approach
to rock that has become
popular recently.
Its set consisted of
original material that relied
heavily on tight, wellrehearsed instrumental
jams. In this respect, it was

Based on the writings of
Mark Twain, the comedy
will be staged in a cabaretstyle setting.
Admission is free.
TOLEDO'S International
Folk dancers will appear at
8 30 tonight at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church in Bowling
Green. The program is sponsored by the BGSU physical

education and recreation
department.
The program is free and
open to the public.
AN EXHIBITION of 45
contemporary paintings of
the "Fresh Air School." organized by the Carnegie
Museum of Art in Pittsburgh, opened Sunday at the
Toledo Museum of Art.
The exhibit will remain in

A strong flair for art-rock
in the Yes vein was also
demonstrated by Phillippe
This impression was
conveyed mainly by the
rigid structure of the songs
Metaphysical lyrics sung in
lush harmonies, organ
flutters and numerous
cymbal erescendos pushed
the music along in this
direction.
LEGENDS, on the other
hand, played basic, gut-level
rock with all of the
appropriate stage flourishes.

Legend's music was
largely original It was
suitable for a concert, but n
it is the music that will be
recorded on its album foi
Epic, a person would be
better off waiting to pick up
the album when it gets to the
$1.98 pile at Bargain City.
THE CONCERT was only
sparsely attended, and the
people who did show up were
on an extremely low energy
level
Possibly, the Grand
Ballroom with its red velvet
curtains and gold doors Wat
too imposing for a simple
rock concert Possibly, rock
and roll concerts without
name attractions don t
excite people as much as
they used to

The music was simple, but
the solid chunks of sound
that poured out of the band's
amplifiers kept the tunes
moving.

Whatever the reason it
shouldn t discourage UAO
from undertaking another
such project

The band members did a
fair job of playing rock and
roll stars, enough to put
across the image of a
competent dance band

Many people on campus
enjoy live rock music and
don't like having to wade
through a sea of beer to hear
it

things to do...

places to go...
Room. Union.

reminiscent of "Santana" in
giving the feeling that the
band was going to break into
some jazz improvisation
without ever quite doing so.

Toledo through March 18
and is free to the public.
Gallery hours at 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and 1-5 p.m. Sunday and
Monday.
LIBERTINE SEX, political anarchism, and the
death-of-God theory in the
20's are vividly portrayed in
an adaptation of Aldous Huxley's "PointCounter Point."

beginning Sunday. Feb. 18.
at 9 p.m. on WBGU-TV.
Channel 70
Each segment of the fivepart series will also be
broadcast at 9 p.m. the Friday following its Sunday
airing.
"THE WHITE House and
Media" will examine
charges that the Office of
Telecommunications Policy

is threatening freedom of
the press on "Firing Line"
Sundav. Feb 18. at 10 p.m.
on WBGU-TV.
ROBERTA FLACK will
sing her hit. "The First
Time Ever I Saw Your
Face." as she performs with
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Orchestra Sunday.
Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m on
WBGU-TV
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Miller wary of fee hike
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7 Dickens
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Union

Activities

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID

Forms available
for Pan-Am jobs

f -. &UT Tri& 1-5 OH& OF THE

Students interested in jobs as stewards and stewardesses
lin Pan American Airlines can pick up forms in the Office of
Career Planning BIKl Placement, 360 Sludent Services Bldg .
tn arrange an interview
Candidates interested in training must be available by

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY
WILL NOT APPLY TO
POSEIDON ADVENTURE"

May If,

w*

"HEARTBREAK KIP"
"Poseidon Adventure" will be shown
Saturday nite at 7:05 & 11:30 P.M.
B.O. open till 11:45 P.M.

NOW - Eve, 7:115. 9:30; Sal. & Sun. tlM,4:M, 7:IKI
Adm : Adults "2.50

HELUUPSIDE DOWN
ONE OF THE GREATEST
ESCAPE ADVENTURES
EVER I

DnX-JjC'i"'

UAO STROH'S
A PARTY
MARCH 3

12-3 P.M.

FREE FOOD and BEER
Costs only $4.50
Round Trip Bus Ticket

Sign Up In UAO Office
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HELD OVER - 2nd GREAT WEEK!
NOW

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th

E««.», 9:30. Sal. 4 Sun. 2:!0, 4:30. J. 9:30

ANOTHER SAM PKCKINPAH TRIUMPH...
ALA "STRAW lxx;S" - "TIIK WILD BUNCH"
AMMOSTAKRINi;

SALLV STRl THKRS OKTt 't "ALL IN THE FAMILY'

Second & Third Floor at
521 E. Merry- $65 Each Student
Lower Floor 521 E. Merry
$55 Each Student
Apts. at 1470 & 1490 Cough St.
$65 Each Student
Apt. 824 6th St. - $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS. ALL 4-MAN
Leasing June 15th to September 15th
$130.00 per month
Each Apartment Includes

Appiommately 31 tret ol stoiage
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WATCH FOR

JERIMIAH JOHNSON" 'DELIVERANCE1
"PETE N TILLIE" "UP THE SANDBOX"
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SNEAK PREVIEW
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Representatives will be in Cleveland on Feb. 20 and 21.
Detroit from Feb .'o ;::( and Cincinnati on March Hand 7
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JFAA orders airports to
strengthen security
; WASHINGTON .API
jlit Federal Aviation Administration (FAA I ordered
airport
management^
yesterday to post an armed
guard at each boarding point
beginning Friday
' The notification followed
failure of legal moves to
sitave off the requirement
; The guards will replace
tjie U.S. deputy marshals
.uid customs officers now
employed to provide
assistance, as needed, to
airline employees screening
boarding passengers and
inspecting hand luggage
; THE AIRPORT Operators
Council
International
CAOCIl which had won a
dourt postponement of an
earlier FAA deadline, said it
was polling airports to find
out the likely degree of
compliance to the order
setting the new effective
date
The situation is very
Confused." said J
J
Corbett.
AOCI
vice
president of federal affairs
"Some airports already
have complied even though
no regulation was in effect
"Boston is okay because it
will be using off-duty state
troopers at Logan International .'' Corbett said
"Chicago couldn't spare
any fully qualified personnel
so it Is using police cadets

who need five more months
of training
"A lot of airports plan to
use a combination of local
police and customs security
officers." he said
"MANY OF the airports
have a lot of problems not
yet resolved "
Initially the FAA had
ordered the airports to take
over
the
security

responsibility, with locally
hired guards, by Feb. 6
In response to an AOCI
petition. U.S. District Judge
John Lewis Smith issued a
10-day restraining order
against the FAA Feb. 5. just
a few hours before the
planned deadline
By that time, however, a
number of airports had
already started hiring their

I

own guards Some airports
went ahead and placed the
men on duty Feb. 6. while
others withdrew their job
offers or delayed hirings
pending the court's ruling.
The FAA reported later
that by Feb 5. complete
compliance had been
assured at 483 of the 504
airports then served by the
airlines

Viet bonus costs high
COLUMBUS
I API
Administrative cost! ol
handling claims lor a
proposed Vietnam bonus
would be more than $11 Hit
for each check written, the
Senate Ways and MeanCommittee
was
told
yesterday
Col. William B I'aines ot
the adjutant general s office
said the costs for the World
War II bonus was $2 40 For
each check and lor the
Korean bonus it was $7 tiO
He suggested the costs
could be lowered by
breaking the bonus into
three categories a ll.it $200
for servicemen who never
left the states. $300 to those
who spent 14 months ova
seas and retention of the
$500 lor war veterans
including an extra $20 a
month for time in Vietnam

HAINES also suggested
those with Vietnam service
be permitted to select
instead of the cash settlement twice that amount
toward educational suppoi t
in any Ohio institution of
higher learning
I'.lines estimated that
545.000 Ohioans will file
claims, with 393.400 of them
falling into the first two

categories
Having them the flat rate
bonus would cut adimm
strative costs considerably.' he said
The
proposed
constitutional
amendment
providing a bonus-which
passed the House last weekwas sent to a subcommittee following testimony
by Chairman Michael J.
M.iloney i Hi Cincinnati i

THE sub-committee will

be headed by Sen Howard
C
Cook (R-l Toledo).
Members will include Sens.
Walter L
White iR-12
Lima I and Douglas Applegate (D-30Steubenville>
Cook has scheduled a subcommittee hearing for 9
a m Wednesday'

Lunchtime
flicks

La Raza vibrates with change
LOS ANGELES (AIM
This sprawling city is the
prime home of La Raza. But
La Raza has no power here
Its people are crowded and
scattered Visible and invisible
La Raza, which means
literally the race, the
people, is the Spanish word
popularly used for the more
than six million MexicanAmericans living in the
United States
TODAY. LA RAZA is a
vibrating with a churning
spirit of change MexicanAmericans are striving to
become a respected, functional part of society.
Most Mexican-Americans
feel they have a long way to
go before reaching their
goals There has been progress since the turn of the
decade to encourage increasing numbers of Mexican-Americans to work for
improved economic, educational and political opportunities.
As a group. The Race" is
underemployed, undereducated and politically under
represented

Most of the nation's Mexican-Americans live in the
area ceded by Mexico to the
United Stales in (he 1848
Treaty of liuadalupe
Hidalgo after the war with
Mexico-California, Texas.
New Mexico. Colorado,
Arizona. Nevada
They are descendants of
the first settlers of the West
and Southwest, immigrants
and offspring of immigrants

fied ai illegal aliens, and
they are not Included m the
census statistics lot
Spanish apeaklng
Vmericans
An estimated loo.ooo to
200 OHO such Mexicans live in
Los Angeles alone They
slipped into the United
States undetected on loot or
hidden in aUtOfl or trucks
For then), visibility means
deportation

LA RAZA IS as variable .is
the face of the young Chtcana whose brown skin
speaks of her mixed Indian
and Spanish blood, and as
the face of blond, blue eyed
UiiibertoCutieriez
It is visible in the census
count of Spanish-siirnained
and
Spanish - speaking
Americans 3 1 million in
California, two million in
Texas. 400.0(H) in New
Mexico. 330.000 in Arizona.
285,000 in Color.nlo I'orsons
of Spanish heritage live in
every stale of the union
Throughoul (he country
and particularly in the
Southwest, other thousands
of Mexicans live in official
anonymity They are classi

THE BARRIOS, the
neighborhoods ol La ILI/.I
where the poorest of the
more than 1.2 million Mexican Americans of
Los
\ngcles County live, are In
erally invisible to those who
bypass them over freeways
on the way to suburban
homes
Indeed, some of the freeway commuters are Mexi
can-Americans who live in
plush residential neighbor
hoods But not many
The 382 Spanish speaking
and Spanish surnames per
sons living in coastal Rolling
Hills Estates when the 1970
census was taken formed six
per cent of that area's
population Their median
family income $31,850 a
year

5 students chosen
for PR field work
Secret
potion ?

Is it tome tori of secret potion? Mike A. Coffman, junior
(AeVS), combines ingredients to form soap. He is a student in
a chemistry 112 class.

Five University students
have been accepted by the
Detroit Lions Professional
Football Club for a lour- _
month program in sports/
public relations
The students are seniors
Bob Andreano and Dan Doll
and juniors Kenny White.

Ads identify Brand X
NEW YORK i APi Television commercials may be
heading toward a new.
improved series of claims
Many still say their products
are better than those of the
"leading competitors."
But now they're frequently specifying which
competitors, thanks to a little-noticed push of encouragement that came
from the Federal Trade
Commission (FTCi about a
year ago
The agency then persuaded the ABC and CBS
networks to lift temporarily
their restrictions against

"comparative advertising"
that specifically named
competing products.
NBC LIFTED its ban
against such advertising
eight years ago
The two other networks
agreed to air comparative
ads for a one-year trial
period. ABC now says it is
extending the trial for an as
yet unspecified length of
lime
CBS says it is studying
whether to continue running
such advertising
Comparative advertising
may give the networks-and

publishers- a massive headache, but it benefits the consumer, says Gerald Thain. a
top official in the FTC's consumer protection bureau.
"THE FTC believes it is
pro-competitive.
pro-consumer to name competing
brands
in comparative
advertising.' he said
This of course must be
subject to the same kind of
adequate substantiation and I
standards of truth required
in other advertising.
"But we believe it's more
meaningful to consumers if
they know exactly what pro-

STADIUM - VU
New Name

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS • SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Rib Eye Steak Dinner
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll
Reg. $1.49 Now Only -99
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

I by Tkatnaa 0.
While the projectionilt ot left sets up equipment for the Brown Bog Movies in
220 Moth Science Bldg., Debbie lowver, freshman (A*S), and Mark lawyer,
junior (Ed.), set up lunch. Students are invited to "brown bag it" while
watching old-lime flicks every Tuesday at noon.

ducts are being compared to
the advertised products '
He says comparative
advertising has increased,
though not dramatically, in
the past year: "It hasn't
been as great as we would
like it to be."
But it's starting to catch
on. according to Norman
Nelson, director of program
practices at CBS.

Scott Nein and Chris
Bartels, all enrolled in the
College of
Business
Administration
They will use the program
to complete public relations
field work in a course
instructed by Frank Kalupa.
assistant professor
of
journalism
The students will help
design the promotional
campaign for the Lions' new
80.000-seat stadium to be
built near I'nntiac. Mich
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The barrio is more than a
neighborhood. It is a tightly
knit social unit spanning
generations of friendships
and feuds, where children
play together--and sometimes kill on the same
streets and in the same
parks used by their grandparents in past years.
There is poverty in the
barrios, but it is more subtle

THE 1'KOBI.F.M ot drugs
and gangs is acute
In Kast I.os Angeles alone.
about 20 young men have

iWL ID'*!

:• K2SA sm ••

undercducated
According to the latest
census statistics 50 per cent
of all Mexican-Americans in
I.os
Angeeles County
dropped out of school before
linishing high school
One route to social and
economic gains is politics
But. with few exceptions. La
Ua/a has been politically
impotent
Mexican-Americans traditionally have favored the
Democratic party But their
politicians have won few
elections in the Southwest
and West, where their cultural
concentration
is
heaviest.
Not one Mexican-American has been elected to the
Los Angeles City Council in
the last 10 years, though
they make up 18 per cent of
the popoi.iiion

The Union Activities Organisation I UAO I Bahamas trip.
scheduled to include six days and live nights in Freeport.
has been changed 10 Nassau and expanded to eight days and
seven nights, at no extra cost
The tour is scheduled to leave Iroin the I'nion March 16
and return March 23.
Cost is $279 for a double room. $269. triple, and $259.
quadruple The cost includes transportation, room and two
meals a day
The trip is open to University students, faculty and staff
Interested persons should sign up ai the UAO office, third
floor. Union before March I

BGSU SKI CLUB

KEY PICTURE
115 Ed. Bldg., 6:30 Wed.

Love - Your new Little Sis
wg*

been killed in gang warlare
this year
Besides being poor, the
people of La Ran are also

UAO alters plans;
slates Nassau trip

(Mandatory for those
going to Holiday Valley)

HAPPY VALENTINES
DAY
To The Pikes

po^-55«4o

•I

THAT IS MORK than lour
tunes greater than the me
dian income of MexicanAmericans in Fast Los
Angeles, the unincorporated
heart of La Raza

than in the cramped tenements ol Eastern ghettos
The poor of l.a lla/.a live
mostly in one-story stucco
or frame houses or in rows
ol public housing projects
Fifteen per cent ol the
Mexican Americans in Los
Vngdes County have family
incomes below the poverty
level
The unemployment rate
among Mexican-Americans
is estimated at IB to is per
cent by the Mexican Amen
can Opportunity Foundation
I'overly in the barrios
forms a backdrop tor the
Chicanes' own struggle to
eradicate drug abuse and
gang warfare and to achieve
economic stability, educational parity and political
power without sacrificing
their cultural identity

Congrats to the

ALPHA PHI WEDS
But...Y.N.G.A.
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leers win; Boyd bock
test at the Ice Arena.

By Fred R Ortllp
Sports Editor

Newsphoto by Joseph W. Oarwal

Come here

Al leitch fHchM for Ray Moyer. (9) at Pele Bocthiewki look* on in Friday . BG
Ohio Slat* hockoy dash in Columbut. Tho Falcon* defeated »ho Buckeyes 6-5 in
sudden death overtime

But many of the goals he
allowed earlier in the season
were not all his fault. The
harder he tried, the worse
things got.
Eventually,
Vivian had to rely solely on
Miskolczi. who has played
■ i most every one of the las!
nine games (seven of which
were wins).
"We've got to have two
goal lenders for the (CCKAI
playoffs," said Vivian after
the victory. "It's vitally
important that we have two
goaltenders who can come in
if the other gets hurt. Terry
is in form and now we've got
to get Donnie in form. He's
deserved to play before now,
but Terry has played so
well "

Coach Jack Vivian's primary goal in last night's target practice against St. Clair
College was to give the forgotten man on the team.
Donnie Boyd, an opportunity
to regain his confidence.
The Falcon icers. 12-17
overall, smashed the Saints,
12-3. in the biggest winscore-wise-- this season,
while Boyd made his opportunity count. St. Clair is now
13-4 for the season.
The 5'8 ",
175-pound
sophomore, who has played
behind Terry Miskolczi in
goal for much of the season.
turned away IS St. Clair
shots, but more importantly
regained some of that lost
confidence.
IF THEY WERE to give
out a hard-luck award this
season, Boyd would win
easily. The Dryden, Ont .
native had a goals-against
average of 7 87 going into
last night's non-league con-

"MY CONFIDENCE is
lifted now." said Boyd. who
added that he wanted a shutout badly "That was the
first full game I played since
Hrovidence I Jan 5 when BG
lost. '.!>'<■■ I got back in and
got a win-even though we
outscored them, 12-3—it's
still a big win
Little Ron Wise chalked
up his first three-goal hal
trick of his BG career as the
Falcons pounded two St.
Clair goalies for 50 shots.
Wise got his first two
goals in Ihe first period
when the Falcons sel a fast
pace with five goals Mike
Barlley. Steve Ball and Pete
Badour gotIhe olher scores

Falcons face Cleveland State
By JarkO'Breu
Assists*! Sports F.ditor
■'laying its third game in
five days. Bowling Green's
basketball U'.mi will meet
Cleveland State al
the
Cleveland Arena today at
6 30 p in
The game is the first-hall
of a college doubleheadcr
with Kent Slate and Akron
battling in the nightcap
The Vlkinga ire MO
overall, having dropped a
113-79 decision to eighth
ranked Providence College
117-21 Monday evening
THE FALCONS
are
Cleveland Slate's fifth Mid
American
Conference
opponent this season The
Vikings lost to Miami 83-99;
Toledo. «0 78
Weatern
Michigan, 62-59 in overtime
and Kent Slale 63 59

It will be Ihe third matchup between the two squads
BG has yet to win The
Falcons were defeated 36 34
in MSI 32 season when
Cleveland Slate was known
as Fenn College and 83-8(1
last year
I,a si
season's
V iking
victory al Anderson Arena
was their first over a major
college opponent
II was
BG'a 10th loss in a row
during a 4-20 campaign
This was the first time
.ill season thai we've walked
out on Ihe lldui with more
material than the other
team We should have won."

Ihe Vikings last year.
Both learns will slarl al
leasl
three sophomores
Gale Drummer, a 6'4"
forward; Hat Lyons, a B'5"
lorward; and Wilbur Starks
a 6'2" guard, will begin the
contest for the Vikings

Cornelius Cash, Skip
Howard
and
Jeff
Montgomery will slart for
the Falcons
Bowling Green's other
starter will be junior guard
Jack Wissman The starling
assignment was based on his

The Falcons UO-lOi will
be seeking their seventh
road victory against six
setbacks
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BRIAN SCANLAN, a 6'6"
junior forward
from
l.akewood. is the only one of
tonight's slarters remaining
from the squad that lost to
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[The good and bad |
By Jack O'Breu
Assistant Sports Editor
Putting il mildly. Ihe officiating al Monday evening's
game was horrendous
Both teams were victims ol .Inn Desmond and Darwin
Brown Their job lell plenty ol post-game conversation for
all who witnessed Ihe men in Striped shuts at work
Central Michigan s Ben Kelso s 33 points was the most
scored by any mdi\ idual (Ins season against the Falcons
Brian Scanlan led Howling Green's scoring attack for the
second straight game with 25 points It was his second
consecutive contest With 20 or more markers since
returning to the line-up alter being sidelined with the flu
Jack WiSSman displayed his OUtSide Shooting ability to Ihe
Falcon lans I'e made sis ol nine attempts from Ihe held
and added three free throws for 15 points
"It's Ihe first lime he's shown the home crowd how he can
bomb
said m: roach Pal Haley
They iWissman'a
buckets from Ihe floori were field goals There were no
layups
Jeff Montgomery played the role ol a playinaker as he
contributed a game high 11 assists to Ihe Falcon cause
Were pretty stingj giving out assists around here'
Haley said
i'e iMontgomeryi might have had 20 or
something else
Jell Lessig Started al guard and scored only two (mints
belore being relieved ol his dimes I'e made only one of live
attempts from Ihe held and overall did not play well
After scoring in double figures in Ins last two games
Lessig tell victim 10 the magical mystery of Anderson
Arena The Falcons two previous contests were on the road,
where Ihe 6 3 senior guard seems to plav his best brand of
basketball
AGAINST Western Michigan, l.essig scored 10 points .is
he hit four "I seven attempts from the held and added two

free throws
"Lessig gave us whal we were lacking at the other
guard said Kalej after Saturday's victory at Kalanunoo
Il appeared thai l.essig was ready to assume the starling
spot beside Montgomery in Ihe Bowling Green line-up for
Ihe remainder ol the season
However. Monday evening s game was al home l.essig
and Ihe lans were al il again and he did nol have a good
nighl on the court
He was replaced by Wissman with 9 56 remaining in the
first half and Central leading 2316 l.essig later entered the
game for one minute and 10 seconds after intermission to
give Montgomery a rest The boobirds responded
"I don't believe it." Haley said I feel sorry for the poor
guy He should lake his white uniform ihome outfit" and
bum it."
As a team Bowling Green plays just as well on the road
and at home The Falcons are 4-4 at Anderson Arena and 6-6
on opponent's courts.
Bowling Green still has a chance for the conference
crown Contrary to some reports. Miami must win not one
but two ol its last three league games to clinch the MAC
title
. Of course, the Falcons must be victorious in all of their
remaining league outings to even have a chance
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McCosh out
Senior forward Gord
McCosh was suspended
Monday for three games by
coach Jack Vivian for
"disciplinary reasons "
McCosh. in a three-way tie
for third place in team
scoring, was involved in a
fight with Ohio Slate's Don
Rogers following Bowling
Green's 6-3 loss to OSU
Saturday at the Ice Arena
He will return for the Feb
23-24 series against St
Louis
The Ajax. Ont . native also
was suspended five games
midway through the 1970-71
season
for disciplinary
reasons

Dan Sawchuk got St.
Clair's second goal at the
3 56 mark before John
Stewart countered almost a
minute later to make it 11-2.
Al Lynn made it 11-3 at the
1159 mark, then Wise got
his "hat" ll seconds later.
Boyd has done about
everything to snap himself
out of his sophomore slump
after having a fine rookie
season last year with a 3.65
goals against average
He painted his mask, he
changed to last year's pads.
he started shaving his
sticks, he junked his new
glove and went back to the
old one
"He was adequate."
Vivian said of Boyd s
performance
It'll take
him awhile to sharpen up
The goals they tSt. Clajr)
got you couldn't fault him
on. That's a measure of
progress for him..."
Vivian said he plans to use
Boyd this weekend when the
Falcons return to Central
Collegiage Hockey Association action against Ohio
University in Athens.

Hoop scoops
By Keaay White
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcons played to their lowest home crowd this year
when 2,795 customers paid their way into Anderson Arena
for Monday night's game with Central Michigan
Central's Ben Kelso, who is the MAC's leading scorer,
became the top point-getter against BG this year when he
connected 15 of 27 tries and three free throws for 33 points
Ball State's Larry Bullington owned the previous high with
32 markers

I^HI

said in; coach Pal Haley

rPost gome thoughts

15-point
performance
against Central Michigan
Monday evening.

their second goals and Bob
Dobek chipped in another as
BG led, 8-1. after two
periods.
Hartley got his second
goal on a power play early in
the third period, then Al
l.eitch followed with his
first goal of the season on
the power play to make it 101.

Terry Mhkolcii itops one of hi* 52 IOVII Friday night which put him over tho
506 mark for tho season. Miikolcii tot a team record hold by Paul Galatki, who
had 506 saves during tho 1969-70 season.

BRIAN SCANLAN, who missed a week of action because
of Ihe flu, has scored 20 and 25 points in his two games since
returning to the BG line-up.
Cornelius Cash and Central's Dan Roundfield. who rank
one and two in conference rebounding, displayed a little of
Iheir blocking abilities Monday night. Both of the boardmen
finished the evening with three blocks to their credit

•••

The Falcons boarded a team bus yesterday afternoon
enroute to Cleveland for their 6:30 engagement tonight with
the Vikings. The hoopsters were treated to the Cleveland
Cavaliers-Golden State Warriors clash last night al the
Euclid Avenue Ice House (Cleveland Arena).
An appreciative round of applause was given to the Falcon
Pomerettes two weeks ago by an 11.000 plus crowd which
viewed the Cavaliers-New York Knicks game in Cleveland
The BG women performed at the intermission of the game

TROUBLE MAN...The foul line has been giving
sophomore Cornelius Cash a lot of problems in his last two
ball games Against Western Michigan, Cash connected on
only three of 12 foul shots Monday night he totaled only
three points out of seven trips to the charity stripe.
As of this week Cash moved from 12th to sixth in the
national rebounding statistics He is the top rebounding
forward in the nation.

•••

After 20 games this year BG owns a 10-10 record with six
games remaining in the Year of the Rebuild The cagers are
second in the conference with a 6-3 slate and they still have
an outside shot at Ihe championship

a ™ OSU takes another step
3

backward with new policy
By Fred R Ortlip. Sports Editor
Consider Ihe inanity of the University building Ihe lee
Arena and Idling Ihe hockey team to play its games on
Peregrine Pond because somebody might get hit with a
puck
Or telling Ihe basketball team that H will have to practice
on Ihe outdoor courts beside Conklin Hall because the wood
on the Anderson Arena court will get worn down
Or telling the football team it can't play its home games al
Perry Field anymore because it doesn't rain in Indianapolis

in the summertime
YOU'RE STARTING to gel Ihe idea
But try this one on for size
A school, not having the best facilities in the world for ice
hockey, decides to upgrade its press area at a place called
the OSU Ice Rink
The school, for as long as anyone can remember, has a kitchen-table-sized scorer's table on one side of the ice thai has
to accommodate icven though it doesn't come close I
everyone who is trying to work the games there
That usually includes a PA announcer, an official scorer,
a home slat man, a visiting team stat man and at least two
media people-sometimes more.
ONE OF THE omnipresent problems of this press area is
that the penalty box is not actually a penalty box at all. but
rather a collection of folding chairs situated beside the
scorer's table
Then something awful happens Two players-one from
each team-exchange words and begin fighting while they're
in the penalty box The visiting school complains to the
home school to please clean it up.
Beautiful II works
Ohio State University actually looks like it is making
strides to put on a college hockey game with some classsomething the school hasn't really concerned itself with in
the past
THE TINY SCORER'S table is supplanted with two long

narrow tables (tailor-made for a press areai that can
accommodate, who knows, maybe 12 persons Wonderful.
And on one side of the tables is something that resembles
a penalty box--for the visiting team On the other end of the
tables in another penalty box-for the home team. No more
penalty box fights Yessir. a little decorum
Ah. but here's where our story takes a strange turn
Like the ludicrous parodies in the first three paragraphs of
this column. Ohio State reassured us, once again, that
ignorance and naivete will probably live forever-if not universally, at least in Columbus. Ohio
OHIO STATE MAKES a new rule-after that penalty box
incident Jan 27 when Bowling Green played Ohio State-thai
the press box is OFF LIMITS to the press.
The school expands the area to accommodate more than
enough persons necessary to work a game, then turns
around and says only one visiting statistician and one
visiting manager, plus one each from the home team, are
allowed to work there
The PA announcer and the official scorer are also
allowed to carry out their duties from the designated area.
Ostensibly, OSU officials don't want anybody in there that
isn't downright essential
THE MANAGERS ARE nowhere close to the area because they are with their respective teams, to the left or
right of the tables and penalty boxes. Really, why bother
expanding Ihe facilities when few can use them''
I'll go one step further-why even bother holding college
hockey games at the OSU Ice RinkDid it surprise me? Yes and no I mean, the press not
allowed in the press box'' But then I had to realize where I
was.
Why? you asked. Although not substantiated, there was
speculation that Ohio State might have reacted to Bowling
Green's criticism of the way it was running its hockey
games by keeping as many people out of the area as
possible

(THE PRESS AREA is located next to the ice where
sticks and pucks have been known fo fly by without advance
notice. I
But then even Rick Ostrander. OSU Lantern writer and
Buckeye compatriot was expelled, along with a Lantern
photographer Ohio State assistant coach George Burke
reportedly had to do some fancy talking just lo join his team
on the bench
WFAL. campus AM radio station, sold enough advertising
to broadcast the game, but was refused space at the Ice
Rink Broadcaster Mike Emerick said it was the first time
he has ever seen a school turn down such a request.
The reason'' Not enough room. Sure. Ohio State, and it
doesn't rain in Indianapolis in the summertime either
CAN YOU SEE something similar happening around
hereSorry. Dr. Moore, you'll have to conduct the affairs of the
University down in the janitor's quarters~you just might
fall out your tenth floor window and kill yourself.
Or Dick Young, you'll have to conduct the athletic department's business from downstairs in the equipment room
because if you walk on that shag carpet too much you might
touch a door handle and shock yourself to death
And Jack Vivian, please. . tell your hockey team to put
those nasty wooden sticks away. Good gracious, man, don't
you realize somebody could get hurt with one of those
things'*
The new rule is that your team can use sticks, but they
can't be made of wood and if they happen to strike somebody-either accidentally or on purpose they will be soft
enough not to inflict any bodily damage. (I've got an old
jello mold shaped like a hockey stick-you interested? I
Yes. you guessed it. There's even a new rule for Ohio
State. From now on the Buckeyes shall not play any more
hockey games in its Ice Rink because a certain newspaper
reporter might hurl his pad, pen and press card onto the ice
from up in the stands causing the sky to fall on Chicken
Little.

